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The Lausanne Arts  Network exists to          

catalyze and connect artistic  Christians and 

evangelical influencers  concerning the role 

of artists and the arts for global mission—

through gatherings focused on biblical prayer,  reflection, training, and 

ministry action. 

We hold two mandates. The first is to the artists of the world. We aim 

to catalyze and call artists back to the service of the church in global 

mission through their specialized, God-designed creative imagination, 

intelligence, and artistic abilities and gifts. We aim to equip artists   

biblically on the role of the artist and   artistic expression in life,      

worship, and ministry. 

The second mandate is to the church and to the mission and            

academic leadership of the world. We aim to call the church to          

re-engage artistic kingdom  servants for the sake of  empowering     

culturally relevant worship, evangelism, and compassion throughout 

the world. We aim to assist current mission and church leadership to 

realize that for the body of Christ to express itself fully in line with 

God’s design, we must involve the church’s artists as strategic         

ministry practitioners of the church. 

 The Lausanne Arts issue network exists to catalyze and connect     

artistic  Christians and evangelical influencers concerning the role 

of artists and the arts for  global  mission.  

Lausanne Arts Facebook 

Lausanne Arts Network 

Lausanne Arts Blog 
Publisher-Ann Boland 

Catalysts for the Arts 

Byron Spradlin Uday Balasundaram 
 

Keyah  Gnanakan 

(daughter of Santosh) is a    

design student at Strate 

School of Design in Bangalore  

and is in the middle of a three

-week internship at Astha  

Guitars . 
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https://www.facebook.com/groups/1159275907469264
https://lausanne.org/networks/issues/arts
https://lausannearts.org/blog/
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FOUNDATIONS OF MEDIA TO MOVEMENTS 

The next course begins September 8, 2022. The early registration 

will be available until August 25.  Register for the course here. 

Save 25% off this course and Strategic Storytelling for                   

Movements by signing up for them  together as a  bundle. 

Why Consider Media to Movements? 

The Church has decades of history in traditional media campaigns 

using a broadcast approach, ‘pushing’ content out to large audiences. 

The game has changed with the advent of new media paradigms, especially social  media.    Social 

media is the primary way most people on earth engage with media content. It is no longer enough 

to tell the story you want to tell over traditional media or social media channels, and hope that you 

will connect with an audience. 

We must learn to shape our strategies and our content to “pull' people into conversations. We need 

to learn how to connect with audiences that filter and search for the stories they want to hear, based 

on their interests and desires. This requires a radical re-thinking on our part! We need an approach 

that can foster deeper connections and make "disciples who make disciples" to saturate a culture. 

 

Who is this Course For? 

• Mission practitioners using media who want to sharpen their skills, get inspired by new 
ideas, make new connections, find collaborative opportunities and mentoring. 

• Leaders in mission organizations, churches and ministries seeking to be more effective at 
reaching and teaching people for Christ. 

• Creatives with a missional heart seeking to better understand how to use media in mission. 

REGISTRATION  

Visual Story Network is a global community that accelerates the mission 

of the Church by equipping our generation to use media, story and 

innovation to make disciples of all nations.  

https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001MJKFcxSgtstul69TJtSBgWHgxwJuPrQQmm0vtId3fNnbaf093aubbRmWHRvYt13tsPcuDvAO0_naQWyjk6sHU9MpcftYSrEEgaiLfS9ImY6hy83whhJcKxenlkIWai7UJCfDGknL9h3vZrV-CJglNQ==&c=FN5GKzfTjwx_nhA_2Hs8Z4Vq1IMcsmVZQo05N7vOXW-AK6m2Vc7EVg==&ch=4PxKp8N
http://events.constantcontact.com/register/event?llr=xaubhggab&oeidk=a07ej6hu51p75759d0a
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001MJKFcxSgtstul69TJtSBgWHgxwJuPrQQmm0vtId3fNnbaf093aubbUxlRCYJtHeRSn3OlPYvGnvpLbF4_F65TCzR1-WtbVgIdohLpz1WiTw-SqFqgxLvLs-v2qI9BdHnxD5-XCl7OKH4aDWf8eYdlA==&c=FN5GKzfTjwx_nhA_2Hs8Z4Vq1IMcsmVZQo05N7vOXW-AK6m2Vc7EVg==&ch=4PxKp8NCsjxz


 

 

 
 
 

 
My name is Abigail, and I have been serving with OM Norway for 

one and a half years. Half the time, I work in communications, but 

the rest of the time, I sit at the same desk dreaming of ways to 

share Jesus using my creative skills.  

  

Originally from England, a long-term dream of mine has been to 

illustrate the Bible. Little projects for churches during my studies 

for a Master’s degree in Children's Picturebook Illustration led me 

to focus on Bibles for my dissertation. After graduating, I served 

as an artist in residence at Lee Abbey in Devon and began investigating arts in mission. This            

process led me to take two trips to the Massai Mara to lead creative workshops with Maasai           

warriors. Thinking of returning to Kenya for longer, I attended some training at All Nations London, 

where I shared my classes with a Norwegian MAF pilot who later became my husband. 

By Abigail Bowen, Inspiro Arts Alliance member  
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Highlights of the 
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Arts in Mission Korea is a mission organization 

that mobilizes, trains, and encourages Korean 

Christians to use their artistic talents for God’s 

Kingdom and cross-cultural missions. It began 

its ministry in 2013 and has held Arts in Mission 

Seminar since then. Through the seminars, the 

importance of arts and the concept of arts in   

mission have been introduced. Eight years later, 

"Arts in Mission" is still a new concept in Korea. 

However, there are people who are interested 

in utilizing arts and who want to use their       

artistic talents for the glory of God and mission 

work. Therefore, during the year 2021, Arts in 

Mission Korea has met those who are             

interested in arts and missions by providing 

training and   opportunities for networking. 

  

 

 

 1. 9th Arts in Mission Seminar  

After much  collaboration with other mission                

organizations in Summer, Arts in Mission      

Seminar was held once a week for three weeks 

in September. The topics of each teaching are:  

1) The Bible and Arts,  

2) The Culture and Arts,  

3) The Mission and Arts. Participants recalled 

the importance of the arts and also learned 

the concept of arts in mission during the        

seminar. Some of them were inspired by the 

teaching and others were encouraged to 

be self-confident artists.  

2. Arts in Mission Network 

Follow-up meetings were made for continuous 
connections with those who attended a mission 
conference and the AiM seminar. First, my         
colleagues(some missionaries and artists) and I 
gathered and made Arts in Mission Network. We 
discussed the importance and necessity of        
creating opportunities to meet and connect with 
people who are interested in arts and missions. It 
started through the following: 



 

 

  

 

 

Younhee Deborah Kim 

1) Regular prayer meeting 

This gathering is to meet once a month to praise 

together, listen to various stories from different 

arts mission workers, and pray for each other. 

2) Book sharing club 

We formed a group for this and gave a list of 

books to better understand arts and missions. All 

the    members will read the books together and 

share them together. This also happens once a 

month.  

This kind of online connection caused by COVID 

helped us plan and continue these meetings. 

(Praise God who has done His work whatever 

may come!) I hope these meetings would be 

great opportunities where participants take     

self-confidence in themselves as Christian artists, 

better understand arts and missions, and          

encourage each other. Please pray that Korean 

Christians, artists and missionaries can  meet and 

cooperate together through the Arts in Mission 

Network in the future. 

  

 As a  ethnodoxologist, arts advocate/facilitator.     

Younhee was on staff with A.C.T. International and 

has worked as a  director of Arts in    Mission Korea. 

She has worked in  Africa since 2009, joining a    

number of projects and throwing  seminars and  

workshops related to the Arts. She was invited to be a            

LausanneARTS Network Representative-Asia in 2020. 

And recently, she became a Short Term Project    

Manager of Inspiro Arts Alliance. 



 

A stha Guitars is a partnership between Lukas Brunner of Brunner Guitars in Switzerland and ACTS 

Group in India. ACTS is a Christian social organization with educational and community development 

programmes in Bangalore, and other parts of India 

(www.actsgroup.org). ACTS was founded by the late Dr Ken 

Gnanakan in 1979. A self-supporting ministry, ACTS is         

constantly looking at ways of generating revenue within      

India through various projects. Astha Guitars is one such     

project.  

The dream is to build a 

world-class guitar and use the profits to provide employment and 

eventually help less-fortunate children go to school. Astha makes 

acoustic guitars, six-string electrics, as well as bass guitars.             

Customers can choose from a wide range of wood finishes, sizes,   

inlay  designs, etc.. 

"We are making slow, but steady progress," says Santosh Gnanakan, the 

CEO of ACTS, who plays an Astha bass guitar with his band. He adds, "I am 

extremely proud of the guitars we build here in Bangalore, under Luke's 

careful and creative  supervision! I want our customers to buy our  guitars 

not just because there is a social angle to our business, but because these 

guitars are truly  amazing." Santosh's daughter, Keyah (20), is a design     

student at Strate School of Design in Bangalore, and is in the middle of a 

three-week  internship at Astha Guitars. She loves working with the Astha 

team of four, is learning something new every day, and is currently helping 

build a jazz guitar. 

 

 

The Astha Guitars team requests prayers for many more new orders. For 

more details, please visit www.asthaguitars.com or look for Astha on               

Instagram and Facebook. 

Santosh Gnanakan 

writes,  "I am extremely 

proud of the guitars we 

build here in  Bangalore, 

under Luke's careful and 

creative  supervision! I 

want our  customers to 

buy our  guitars not just 

because there is a social 

angle to our business, but 

because these guitars are 

truly amazing."  



Cambodian Christian Arts Ministry 

 

CCAMS is creating a video series on YouTube in which our students lead worship songs from the Khmer Hymnbook. 
The lyrics of these songs share the Good News of Jesus Christ and are set to traditional Cambodian melodies played 
on traditional Cambodian instruments! We hope that these videos will especially bless churches that may not have 

musicians and instruments to lead their worship 
services, whether in Cambodia or elsewhere in 
the world where Cambodian congregations 
gather!  See CCAMS student music ensemble 
presenting “Praise the Name of God.” 

 

We are also beginning a read-aloud video series 
on YouTube featuring each of our CCAMS 
children’s books which are all based on biblical 
principles.  We already sell printed versions of 

these books in local bookstores and distribute them free-of-charge at outreaches to 
disadvantaged families in the countryside.  Now we hope to reach an even larger 
audience by publishing a read-aloud of each book in Khmer and English on 
YouTube!  See CCAMS student Ching reading “A Hole of His Own” in Khmer.   

 

Another ongoing CCAMS 
internet outreach is the 
posting of complete 
worship services on 
YouTube for each of the major Christian holidays like 
Thanksgiving, Christmas, and Easter.  These worship 
services are designed to encourage Christians, as well as 
to evangelize nonbelievers, wherever they live around 
the world.  Back in the middle of December 2021, the 
Lord gave Gioia (pictured below) the lyrics and music for 

a new song, “The Sanctuary of Peace,” which became the theme of our 2022 Easter Celebration.  This song actually 
proclaims the main reason why we celebrate Christmas AND Easter…that Jesus was born to die for the sins of the 
world and to be resurrected in victory over death!   

Noren and the students worked together to translate the 
lyrics of this new song to be sung in Khmer, and the students 
along with Chea and Kelsey performed the music.  As usual, 
when CCAMS produces a new creation, God leads us to work 
together as the Body of Christ, each member contributing 
according to their gifts, for the purpose of evangelism, Bible 
training, or worship, until the new production is born!   This 
song is actually a combination of all three purposes.   

Here are the links to the 2022 Easter service in English and Khmer.  Here are the links to the English and Khmer lyrics 
videos of “The Sanctuary of Peace.”  Under each lyrics video is Gioia’s testimony about creating the song, and a mini 
Bible Study providing phrase-by-phrase scripture references to explain the lyrics' deeper meanings. 

proclamation.arts@ccamvision.org;  www.ccamvision.org/donate_now/paypal.php 

www.youtube.com/user/ccamvision;  www.facebook.com/cambodianchristianartsministry 

We hope that you will subscribe/follow in order to receive notifications of future posts! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LegKIEfYfqE
https://ccamvision.us2.list-manage.com/track/click?u=7b9917a53339c9eb7952a4f22&id=eb42879083&e=a39b1a5ab4
https://youtu.be/0EkJBzsRVNU
https://youtu.be/kLPbTpCa7DQ
https://youtu.be/9E6icoKsQa0
https://youtu.be/3wfQW7o_YTg
mailto:proclamation.arts@ccamvision.org
http://www.ccamvision.org/donate_now/paypal.php
http://www.youtube.com/user/ccamvision
http://www.facebook.com/cambodianchristianartsministry


Artists in churches: This is an exciting and sometimes tense relationship. Is there room for art and artists in 
churches? Do artists feel at home in churches? How do experiences in the non-church cultural scene           
Influence the relationship between cultural workers and churches? A research project at the Faculty of      
Theology at the University of Zurich (Prof. Ralph Kunz), in which I am involved, is investigating this topic. An        
Important part of it is this questionnaire, which is now going out to many professional artists as well as to 
students with a church connection. 
  
The research results will later also be made available to the churches and we hope that they will be 
fruitful. Of course, I can be contacted at any time for further questions.  

 Please click on the links below to take Surveys: 

 

SURVEY OF ARTISTS: https://www.uzh.ch/zi/cl/umfragen/index.php/484336?lang=en  

  

SURVEY OF PASTORS AND CHURCH LEADERS: https://www.uzh.ch/zi/cl/umfragen/index.php/575457?lang=en 

  

It will take at least 15 minutes to answer the questions in the survey. 

 Please feel free to forward this email. 

 

 

 

 

 

You are welcome to forward the link of this survey. Another questionnaire will be sent to artists. If there is 
interest in the other surveys:  Please contact me via email. This survey is anonymous. 

Rev, Director Crescendo intl. 

www.crescendo.org 

Mittlere Strasse 145 / CH-4056 Basel 

brink@crescendo.org 

beat.rink@uzh.ch Beat Rink 



 

 

 

 

 

Animation videos 

In December 2021, I took an animation course by   

Jesus Online in Hong Kong. I added my artwork in 

the videos and ventured into online ministry. I have     

created several animation videos in English,           

Cantonese, Mandarin and Tagalog. I hope to     

translate my videos into French and Italian. 

I have created a channel, called Artnimation        

Therapy on YouTube together with the  founder of 

Jesus Online and Social Wedia. We believe in          

collaboration and the power of ‘we’, rather than 

‘me’. 

OMF Singapore / Creative Studio Arts Release / WEC 

invited me to be their consultant to lead their         

students to do voice over for my animation videos.  

This was part of their Arts Projects Across Culture 

(APAC). 

 

 

 

 

 

Art meditation 

In February 2022, I obtained a certificate as an        

International Certified Practitioner of Arts                     

Meditation by the World Certification Institute (WCI). 

I also organized art meditation workshops in the    

fellowship group in my work place and in a school. 

The purpose of art meditation is to draw people close 

to God. Other goals are evangelism and  spiritual 

growth. 

 

 

God’s Love Letter Red, White, Blue by Cindy Lam  (Click Here) 

Ministry Update from Cindy Lam 

Lausanne Arts Network, East Asia Representative 

https://youtu.be/nWNu_F--x6M
https://youtu.be/nWNu_F--x6M


YWAM Children Books for Mission 
course 

Also, in February, I took another course by Create 

Seeds of YWAM (Youth with a Mission). The course is 

called Children Books for Mission (CBM). I learned 

how to write stories and to make illustrations for a 

children’s book. I am writing a story about my dog and 

hope that children can understand God’s love for us 

through a pet. Create Seeds focuses on reaching     

unreached children. 

The target audience of my book will be Chinese      

children.         

 

Children ministry at the Vine church 

I have been leading my church’s children ministry on 

zoom since January 2022. Children have been     

attending Sunday school online. In July, there will be 

an art day in my church where  children will learn 

about faith and art. In August, there will be Vacation   

Bible School (VBS). 

 

 

 

     Prayer requests 

• Please pray that my online art ministry will   

flourish and my animation videos, artwork and 

children’s book will reach the unreached and other 

nations such as China, France and  Italy. 

• Also please pray that the art meditation          

workshops can be organized together with       

marketplace  ministries. 

• Praise God for having given me connections with 

schools in Hong Kong. Please pray that many    

children and their  families in Hong Kong and in 

the world will come to know the Lord. May the 

children in the Sunday school be used mightily by 

the Lord. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Art Work by Cindy Lam from God’s Love Red, White,  Blue 

Cindy Lam 

Lausanne Arts Network  

East Asia Representative 



 

 Dear friends and colleagues, 

I recently received a confirmation of my          
acceptance to an invitation to be a plenary 
speaker at the American Society of Missiology 
(ASM) 2023 annual conference at St. Mary’s   
College, Notre Dame, IN, June 16-18, 2023. The 
theme is “Global Arts on Mission:  Embedded, 
Embodied, and Empowered” 

The reason I share this is because I feel        
humbled and privileged at how faithfully the 
Lord led me even when I didn't have a clue as to 
where I was going, the sort of work I would one 
day be doing, and all the amazing people I’d have an opportunity to interact with especially as it relates to         
creativity, the arts, theology, and culture.  

I read my first missiological journal article as an MDiv student when I served as assistant to the then Editor of 
Missiology at Asbury Seminary, Darrell Whiteman, in 2001. At the time I was merely looking for a job. Looking 
back, it’s hard to ignore the hand that brought us to Asbury and specifically, E. Stanley Jones School of       
Mission, and that job in particular under the leadership of “Darrell” who from the beginning   encouraged me 
to call him by his first name, which in my tradition was extremely hard to do. I finally did manage to do so 
after a few years! I joined the ASM community by attending some of their conferences and each time felt that 
I had met “my tribe.” I recently (last week, June 17-19) returned from yet another Annual Meeting of ASM 
and once again had the opportunity to meet and learn from some amazing   scholars, connect with old 
friends, and meet new ones. 

It’s been a long and winding road since my role as an editorial 
assistant. But it is always such a privilege to be connected to this 
amazing community of global influencers, practitioners, and 
scholars. I am so grateful to the Lord to be able to serve in this 
small but significant way. My working title is “Mission As         
Participation in the Creativity of God: A Biblical Theology.” I     
sincerely appeal to you for your prayers for me, my family and 
supporters, and for each other as we together continue on this        
journey.  

Thank you!! for your role in the journey and the privilege to share with you in the creativity of God for         
mission. If you’d like to learn more about ASM and explore ways to strengthen your ministry and/or             
participate, feel free to explore here: https://asmweb.org/. 

Glory to the Lord Jesus Christ!  

 

 

 

 

Click to view video 

The Vision for         

creativity applies to 

all creation. 

 Dr. Uday Balasundaram      
Catalyst for Lausanne Arts 

https://youtu.be/i-mEBla5ahg
https://youtu.be/i-mEBla5ahg
https://youtu.be/i-mEBla5ahg


 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4 Month Course over 2 Locations 

Incarnate is an artist’s journey of discipleship, theology and cross-cultural ministry. 

Grow in your skill as an artist or curator and understand the significance of your 

artistry in God’s eyes 

Learn the theology of creativity and arts in the kingdom of God 

Develop an approach for engaging the world through your creativity—particularly as 

a cross-cultural servant to the least-reached and marginalized 

Work alongside experienced cross-cultural artists practicing ministry in a variety of 

contexts 

Explore new ways to express, challenge and encourage yourself and others through 

art  Includes: 

Two-month residency of coursework, studio time and community life. 

Two-month placement collaborating with local artists alongside an OM team. 

Incarnate 2022 is no longer accepting applications. 

Next Incarnate: August - December 2023 

Applications open: January 2023 

Check out the Incarnate website for more detailed information. 

https://www.inspiroartsalliance.org/incarnate


 

   

 

There have always been changes in society, but since the beginning of the 
21st century those changes have multiplied and accelerated exponentially 
as we approach what has been called the fourth industrial revolution and 
the Great Reset. In fact, according to the World Economic Forum, this  
revolution will not only change our world but our lives forever. 

 
 These changes do not only pply to science and technology. The most important and drastic changes have 
affected the way we look at life, and how we understand our own humanity. There is a whole array of 
new words that have become popular to describe humanity, such words as bio-human, post human,         
trans-human, transgender, and even cyborgs, avatars and homo dues —man as god. Not to mention the 
growing tendency to behave in a merely emotional and irrational way; the culture wars, political and social 
activism, alienation, misinformation, fake news, and democratic backsliding, also known as autocracy or  
democratic decay, —which is the gradual decline in the quality of Western 
democratic governments that are slowly becoming authoritarian regimes. 
 
As Christians, working in the arts for about forty years and seeing the rapid 
degradation which has taken place in every area of society, we are         
convinced there is an urgent need for a re-evangelization of the West. The 
question then is how can we make the gospel relevant to an apostate, post
-Christian and postmodern mindset, which disregards truth, absolutes, sin, 
repentance and the very existence of God. 
 
 God has put in our hearts to concentrate on two main tools to contribute 
to this mission as artists. The first one is understanding the postmodern 
mindset, and the second is discerning as Christians the nature of the        
creative gift. As a consequence of this, we just finished the writing and 
composition of the musical Animal Talk, with the purpose of addressing 
some of the current issues going on in our society. 
 
 We have started the second phase of the project which is the               
workshopping of the musical in the US and Canada. We will be doing this 
for three months and afterwards we will get into the third phase which 
will be the recording of the music and the last one will be the actual production of the musical. It is a project 
of faith that needs planning, organization and finances, so we would really appreciate prayers for the 
Animal Talk Project. 

 

Ars Vitalis Foundation 
https://www.arsvitalis.es/the-christian-perspective/  



 

  Arts+ Europe Newsletter 

 

 

Save the Date:  
(Live!) Arts+Europe Annual Meeting in 

Sofia, Bulgaria 

8-11 September 2022  

For leaders and representatives of Christian-based arts     

initiatives and ministries in Europe and beyond. 

 

A great opportunity for arts leaders around Europe and    

beyond to gather live in Sofia, Bulgaria, to deepen              

relationships, welcome new people and share what is    

happening currently in your ministries. 

This is a chance to learn from each other’s experiences. 

 

 

We proudly present our newest 
AInternational Christian Dance         

Fellowship 

International Initiative in South      

Africa and 29 more  countries 

The ICDF is an international, multicultural community 

of Christians welcoming all styles of dance and          

abilities. We encourage connections and diversity 

amongst our  members. 
 
 artsplus.eu@gmail.com 



 

In March, our teammates in Tokyo held a joint event between 
Community Arts Tokyo's Art/Life/Faith, Bread of Life Church, and 
Samurai Project, a ministry training initiative. At the event, a     
pastor gave a short message, an artist shared a clip from the    
documentary he is making about mental illness and his own     
healing, and several from Samurai Project shared testimonies 
publically for the first time. 
 

It was eye opening for some attending to see so many different people use their various skills for the 
common purpose of glorifying God and telling 
God's work in their lives. It challenged new    
Christians to grow in their faith and not solely  
depend on others with more ministry experience 
to share the gospel. It also created a space where 
people could be discipled and become  disciplers 
at the same time. 
 
May So, an artist working in Tokyo, was so moved by the event that she later organized her own Art/Life/
Faith in Chinese for people in Hong Kong. She continues to explore ways she can play a larger role in 
spreading the gospel in Japan.  

PRAYER REQUESTS: 

• Pray for post-COVID struggles at our church in Tokyo, Grace City Church Tokyo, after two years of 

online worship, depression, health problems, financial problems, and a lack of leaders. 

• Pray for Roger's mother, who is suffering the last stages of cancer. Prayer for wisdom and peace as we 

seek to support her. 

• Praise for Aidan's healing since his accident on December 2. (Updates on CaringBridge.) Pray for      

complete cognitive healing so that he can return to college full-time in the fall. 

Excepts from Roger Lowther May 22 Newsletter 

Roger W. Lowther is the author of The Broken Leaf and Aroma of Beauty. He directs Community Arts Tokyo, Community Arts      
Media, and Faith & Art at Grace City Church Tokyo. www.rogerwlowther.com  



               

 

Spirit & Scribe explores the intersection of writing craft and spiritual formation from a Christian perspective. 

About this event 

Date and time 

Mon, Aug 8, 2022, 6:00 PM – 

Mon, Aug 29, 2022, 7:30 PM PDT 

Location 

Online event 

 

Spirit & Scribe explores the intersection of writing craft and spiritual formation. While there are 

many books and courses about spiritual practices, and about writing, this course will meet on the 

bridge between the two — exploring how our spiritual lives shape our art, and how our writing 

forms us (and others) spiritually. 

 

We limit each Spirit & Scribe cohort to about 20 people to facilitate an intimate community where 

participants can get to know each other and learn from one another. Each week participants will be 

led through corporate prayer, an interactive lesson, reflection exercises, and group discussion.    

Participants will also have the opportunity to engage in mid-week exercises designed to fuse their 

artistic practices with their spiritual callings. Our hope is that every person would leave with a   

clearer sense of how to journey with God as a writer, and hopefully some new friends for the     

journey. 

The weekly hour-and-a-half sessions will meet on Monday evenings from 6:00-7:30 pm (Pacific 

Time). 

 

Email: michaelmstalcup@gmail.com 

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/spirit-scribe-a-four-week-workshop-for-writers-registration-380139626857

